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PEGASUS
Electric Counterbalance
18,000 to 60,000 lbs.

RICO’s newest four-wheel electric, sit-down truck, the PEGASUS series boasts many features that make life
easier for operators and service technicians. Built on RICO’s many years of lift truck experience, PEGASUS
trucks are designed for demanding applications that require clean, quiet-running, heavy-duty
capabilities.
The PEGASUS series features a variety of mast heights, style and options to handle a wide range of
applications and markets and have capacities ranging from 18,000 to 60,000 lbs.
The ergonomically designed operator compartment features a cab forward design thereby providing
maximum comfort and convenience for the operator. Large steps and easy to reach grab rails enable
safe entry and exit from both sides of the vehicle. A clear view mast and low-profile chassis allow
operators to clearly see the fork tips, enabling high visibility for improved safety and reduced damage.
Each PEGASUS chassis features an all welded steel plate frame complete with integral drive axle mounting
points and counterweight. The frame is designed to withstand severe continuous duty by minimizing
stresses in all vital attaching points. The rugged construction of the chassis also serves to protect the
vehicle and its components in the event of an impact.
A high level of serviceability was designed into the PEGASUS series of lift trucks to simplify maintenance
and prolong equipment life. Features include a central lubrication system, hinged side doors for easy
access to hydraulic motors and a conveniently located distribution panel for test points and control fuses.
The severe duty hydraulic wet disc brake system is completely sealed to prevent contamination. The
sealed oil bath dramatically reduces parts wear, making the brakes virtually maintenance free.
To learn more about the new PEGASUS series of lift trucks contact the RICO Sales Department for a full
color brochure or visit our website at www.RicoEquipment.com
RICO Equipment, Inc. is the world's leading producer of specially engineered material handling
equipment. With more than 125 years of experience in this industry, RICO has pioneered the design,
development, and manufacture of material handling equipment with carrying capacities ranging to
300,000 LBS. The company's products are sold to a diverse customer base, which includes users in the
industrial, commercial, and military markets. Headquartered in Medina, Ohio, RICO has manufacturing
facilities in Ohio, and West Virginia.
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